
swimming-pool approach: 
 jump right in 
 dress for the occasion 
 get wet—except for your hair 
 splash everyone possible 
 float quietly on air mattress 
 other: _____________________ 

___________________________ 
 

favourite summer features: 
 no schedule, no homework, 

no worrying about school! 
 shorts, tank tops & flip flops 
 getting a suntan 
 corner fruit stands 
 hanging out with friends 
 staying up late & sleeping in 
 other:  _____________________ 

____________________________ 
 

this year’s swimsuit: 
 love!        ehhhhh        hate! 
details: _________________________ 
________________________________ 
_________________________________ 
 

what do you do all day? 
_________________________________ 
_________________________________ 
____________________________
___________________________ 

____________ 

 

____________________________
__ 

 

Swimming-pool approach: 
 Jump right in 
 Dress for the occasion 
 Get wet—except for your hair 
 Splash everyone possible 
 Float quietly on air mattress 
 Other: ____________________ 

___________________________ 
 

Favorite summer features: 
 No schedule, no homework, 

no worrying about school! 
 Shorts, tank tops & flip flops 
 Getting a suntan 
 One word: fruit 
 Hanging out with friends 
 Staying up late &  sleeping in 
 Other:  _____________________ 

____________________________ 
 

This year’s swimsuit: 
 love!        ehhhhh        hate! 
Details: _________________________ 
________________________________ 
_________________________________ 
 

What do you do all day? 
______________________________ 
_____________________________ 

____________________________
_______________________ 

____________ 

 

____________________________
__ 

 
xxx favourite 

flavor of cold 
drink: 

what color are 
your flip flops? 

favourite ice 
cream flavor: 

favourite 
summer meal: 

what does 
summer smell 
like to you? 

favourite 
flower: 

what part of 
the yard do you 

like best? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

favourite books this summer: 
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
 

best summer-reading spot: 

 outside on the lawn chair 
 under a shady tree 
 at the beach 
 sprawled on the floor in the 

air conditioned house 
 other:  ____________________ 

___________________________ 
 

your summer “uniform”: 
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________ 
 
back-to-school anticipation: 

 seeing long-lost friends again 

 stretching your brain! 

 meeting your new teachers 

 having a structured schedule 

 other: _______________________ 
_____________________________ 

 


